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-------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT--------------------------------------------------------------- 

In this paper, prioritized sweeping confidence based dual reinforcement learning based adaptive routing is 

studied. Routing is an emerging research area in wireless networks and needs more research due to emerging 

technologies such as wireless sensor network, ad hoc networks and network on chip. In addition, mobile ad hoc 

network suffers from various network issues such as dynamicity, mobility, data packets delay, high dropping 

ratio, large routing overhead, less throughput and so on. Conventional routing protocols based on distance vector 

or link state routing is not much suitable for mobile ad hoc network. All existing conventional routing protocols 

are based on shortest path routing, where the route having minimum number of hops is selected. Shortest path 

routing is non-adaptive routing algorithm that does not take care of traffic present on some popular routes of the 

network. In high traffic networks, route selection decision must be taken in real time and packets must be 

diverted on some alternate routes. In Prioritized sweeping method, optimization is carried out over confidence 

based dual reinforcement routing on mobile ad hoc network and path is selected based on the actual traffic 

present on the network at real time. Thus they guarantee the least delivery time to reach the packets to the 

destination. Analysis is done on 50 nodes MANET with random mobility and 50 nodes fixed grid network. 

Throughput is used to judge the performance of network. Analysis is done by varying the interval between the 

successive packets.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Information is transmitted in the network in form of 

packets. Routing is the process of transmitting these 

packets from one network to another. Different routing 

algorithms such as shortest path routing, bellman ford 

algorithms are used. The most simplest and effective 

policy used is the shortest path routing. The shortest path 

routing policy is good and found effective for less number 

of nodes and less traffic present on the network. But this 

policy is not always good as there are some intermediate 

nodes present in the network that are always get flooded 

with huge number of packets. Such routes are referred as 

popular routes. In such cases, it is always better to select 

the alternate path for transmitting the packets. This path 

may not be shortest in terms of number of hops, but this 

path definitely results in minimum delivery time to reach 

the packets to the destination because of less traffic on 

those routes. Such routes are dynamically selected in real 

time based on the actual traffic present on the network. 

Hence when the more traffic is present on some popular 

routes, some un-popular routes must be selected for 

delivering the packets.  

 

Ad Hoc networks are infrastructure less networks. These 

are consisting of mobiles nodes which are moving 

randomly. Routing protocols for an ad hoc network are 

generally classified into two types - Proactive and On 

Demand. Proactive protocols which are table driven 

routing protocols which attempt to maintain consistent, up 

to date routing information from each node to every other 

node in the network. These protocols require each node to 

maintain one or more tables to store routing information 

and they respond to changes in network topology by 

exchanging updates throughout the network. Destination 

Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) is one of the earliest 

pro-active routing protocol developed for an ad hoc 

networks[1]. DSDV is the extension of Bellman-Ford 

algorithm[2]. This protocol uses sequence number to avoid 

count-to-infinity problem. Every node maintains sequence 

number in increasing order. In addition, it maintains 

highest sequence number for every destination in the 

network. This distance information along with destination 

sequence numbers are exchanged using routing update 

message among all neighbor nodes. Ad Hoc on Demand 

Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol is on-demand 

routing protocol. Here the routing tables are used to store 

routing entries. It uses route discovery process to find the 

shortest route to the destination [3]. The destination node 

replies with route response message. Thus, the shortest 

path is stored in routing tables.  There will be a single 

entry of route available in routing tables. Ad hoc On 

Demand Distance Vector Multipath (AOMDV) routing 
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protocol is just extension of AODV protocol where 

multiple entries are stored in routing tables such that if one 

path fails, another path will be available in routing tables 

[4]. Dynamic source routing is on-demand routing 

protocol. Here instead of routing tables, routing caches are 

used to store routing tables. It also uses route discovery 

process to find the optimum route to the destination. All 

intermediate nodes only broadcasts this requests. Only the 

destination node replies with the response message. Thus 

the shortest route is stored in routing caches [5]. 

 

II. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING  
Reinforcement learning is learning where the mapping 

between situations to actions is carried out so as to 

maximize a numerical reward signal [6, 7]. Fig 1 shows 

agent’s interaction with the system. An agent checks the 

current state of system, chooses one action from those 

available in that state, observes the outcome and receives 

some reinforcement signal [8-9]. 

 
Fig 1: Reinforcement Learning Approach 

 

Q Routing is one of the best reinforcement based learning 

algorithm. In this, each node contains reinforcement 

learning module which dynamically determines the 

optimum path for every destination [10-12]. Let Qx(y, d) 

be the time that a node x estimates it takes to deliver a 

packet P to the destination node d through neighbor node y 

including the time that packet would have to spend in node 

x’s queue. Upon sending packet to y, x gets back y’s 

estimate for the time remaining in the trip. Upon receiving 

this estimate, node x computes the new estimate [13-15]. 

In Q routing, there is no way to specify the reliability of Q 

values. In another optimized form, Confidence Based Q 

Routing (CBQ), each Q value is associated with 

confidence value (real number between 0 and 1). This 

value essentially specifies the reliability of Q values All 

Intermediate nodes along with Q value, also transmits C 

values which will updated in confidence table. [14-15] 

 

Dual reinforcement Q Routing (DRQ) is another 

optimized version of the Q Routing, where learning occurs 

in both ways. Performance of DRQ routing almost doubles 

as learning occurs in both directions. The various 

optimizations on Q routing are also studies in [14-16]. 

  

III. PRIORITIZED SWEEPING REINFORCEMENT 

LEARNING  
Mostly, a packet has multiple possible routes to reach to 

its destination. The decision of selecting best route is very 

important in order to reach the packets to the destination 

having a least amount of time and without packet loss 

[17].   

 
Fig 2: Limitation of Shortest Path Algorithms 

For example, in order to demonstrate limitation of shortest 

path algorithms (fig 2), consider that Node 0, Node 9 and 

Node 15 are simultaneously transferring data to Node 20. 

Route Node 15-16-17-18-19-20 gets flooded with huge 

number of packets and then it starts dropping the packets.  

Thus shortest path routing is non-adaptive routing 

algorithm that does not take care of traffic present on some 

popular routes of the network. Learning such effective 

policy for deciding routes online is major challenge, as the 

decision of selecting routes must be taken in real time and 

packets are diverted on some unpopular routes. The main 

goal is to optimize the delivery time for the packets to 

reach to the destination and preventing the network to go 

into the congestion. There is no training signal available 

for deciding optimum policy at run time, instead decision 

must be taken when the packets are routed and packets 

reaches to the destination on popular routes[18,19]. 

 

Prioritized sweeping is a method that requires a model of 

the environment. Model of the environment specifies that 

agent can use to predict how the environment will respond 

to its action. This technique is suited for efficient 

prediction and control of stochastic Markov systems. 

Agents are used to predict how the environment will 

respond to its actions. The prioritized sweeping technique 

makes sweeps through the state of spaces, generating for 

each state the distribution of possible transactions. It uses 

all previous experiences both to prioritize important 

dynamic programming sweeps and to guide the 

exploration of the state space [19]. 

 

In the Q-Routing framework, the state was a packet finds 

itself in, is defined by the node that has the packet in its 

waiting queue and by the destination the packet is destined 

to. The actions available in that state are represented by 

sending the packet to one of the node’s neighbors. When a 

node n selects greedy its best action A' for a particular 

packet P(S, D) , it forwards the packet P(S, D) to node N' 

the neighbor-node for which node n believes that it has the 
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best estimate for delivering packet P to its final destination 

D. In order that prioritized sweeping can give a high 

priority to the preceding states of a changed state, node N' 

needs to send a control message M to all the neighbor 

nodes n that can make a transition to node N'. The control 

message M takes along with it, the destination D, its own 

node-id id , and the priority P.  A node n receiving such a 

control message looks in its routing table if node N’s best 

estimate for delivering a packet P(S, D) to destination D 

would use node id. In order that this preceding state can be 

updated node N places the tupel (d, id) in its priority queue 

with priority P, if this is not the case the packet is simply 

discarded [19]. The Q values of the form Qx(*, y) and 

Qy(*, x) are given a value close to zero when the link R is 

restored. This causes certain packets to be routed in the 

wrong direction for a short period of time after a new link 

becomes available, but more important, the new link will 

be explored and the routing policy will revert to the 

optimal routing policy for the new established network 

state[19]. The fig 3 shows a proposed optimization on 

CDRQ method.  

 
Fig 3: Optimization for CDRQ Routing framework 

Fig 4 shows prioritized sweeping technique (PSRL) for the 

CDRQ Routing Framework.  When node X sends a packet 

P(S, D) to node Y, it immediately gets back node Y’s best 

estimate R for delivering the packet to the destination. 

Node X updates its model and computes the absolute 

difference, if this is larger than small threshold θ, it places 
the tupel (D, Y) in its priority queue with priority P. Node 

X will make such N state transitions, for each state 

transition, it pops a state action pair (S, A) from its priority 

queue, control message M is sent to all the neighbors of 

the node (labeled as 1) [19]. 

 
Fig 4: Prioritized sweeping technique for the CDRQ 

Routing framework 

 

When node N receives a control message M, it extracts the 

state S, action id and the reward R. if the absolute 

difference is bigger than the threshold θ and node N’s best 

estimate for delivering the packet with destination s uses 

the neighbor node id then the tupel (S, id) is placed in 

node N’s priority queue with priority P, thus each time 

when absolute difference is greater than the threshold θ, 
the state change is propagated further throughout the 

network. [19]. 

  

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
Simulation always helps in analyzing the design and 

performance of networks before implementing it in the 

real application. The various network simulators are 

available whose output goes as close as possible to real 

time implementation. In this work, we use the discrete-

event simulator NS2 (version 2.34) and the performance 

analysis is done using AWK script. This experiment is 

carried on 50 Nodes MANET with random mobility of 

nodes as shown in Fig 5. The default packet size is 512 

bytes. The interval between successive packets varies from 

0.1 to 0.2 second. The simulation is carried out for 200 

seconds. The various performance parameters are used to 

judge the quality of network such as packet delivery ratio, 

dropping ratio, delay and throughput. Throughput is one of 

most important parameter used to judge the quality of a 

network. In general terms, throughput is the maximum rate 

of production or the maximum rate at which something 

can be processed. In communication terms, network 

throughput is the rate of successful message delivery over 

a communication channel. Throughput is the rate at which 

data is traversing a link while Goodput is the rate at which 

useful data traverses a link. Fig. 6 refers to interval versus 

Throughput. Prioritized sweeping CDRQ method is 

compared with DSDV, AODV, DSR and CDRQ 

protocols. Table 1 specifies throughput values for different 

intervals. 

 
Fig. 5: 50 Nodes Mobile Ad Hoc Network with Mobility 
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Fig. 6: Interval vs. Throughput for 50 Nodes MANET with 

Random Mobility 

 

Table 1: Interval (s) vs. Throughput (bps) for 50 nodes 

MANET 

Interval vs. Throughput for 50 Nodes Mobile Ad Hoc 

Network with Random Mobility 

Interval 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.20 

AODV 38325 31445 27854 26578 23580 21237 

DSDV 10437 14739 12216 12455 9458 7058 

DSR 40890 33992 29177 25459 22656 20444 

CDRQ 42495 35466 30378 26621 23344 21237 

PSRL  102299 84568 30378 26621 47678 50965 

 

The experiment is also carried on 50 nodes fixed grid 

network with no mobility as shown in Fig 7. The default 

packet size is 512 bytes. The interval varies from 0.1 to 

0.2 second. The simulation is carried out for 200 seconds. 

Fig. 8 refers to interval versus Throughput. Prioritized 

sweeping method is compared with DSDV, AODV, DSR 

and CDRQ protocols. Table 2 specifies throughput values 

for different intervals. 

 

 
Fig. 7: 50 Nodes Fixed Grid with No Mobility 

 

 
Fig. 8: Interval vs. Throughput for 50 Nodes Fixed Grid  

 

Table 2: Interval (s) vs. Throughput (bps) for 50 nodes 

Fixed Grid 

Interval vs. Throughput for 50 Nodes Fixed Grid 

Interval 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.20 

AODV 42560 35488 30421 26621 23665 21280 

DSDV 32593 27167 23319 20373 18146 16296 

DSR 40960 34153 29277 25620 22776 20480 

CDRQ 42560 35488 30421 26621 23665 21280 

PSRL  48275 35488 107929 77424 74091 81491 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, various reinforcement learning algorithms 

were presented. Prioritized Sweeping Confidence Based 

Dual Reinforcement Learning method is compared with 

existing routing protocols such as DSDV, AODV, and 

DSR and also compared with CDRQ protocol. Prioritized 

Sweeping Confidence Based Dual Reinforcement 

Learning method shows prominent results as compared 

with shortest path routing for medium and high load 

conditions. Throughput is analyzed by varying the interval 

between successive packets. It is observed that throughput 

is highly increased in the proposed method as compared 

with existing routing protocols such as DSDV, AODV and 

DSR. 
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